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ESTIMATION OF THE MAXIMUM ANGLE OF SIDESLII? FOR DETFJMINATION OF
VERTICAL-TAIL LOADS IN ROLLING MANEUVERS 1
By IbrmH W. STorm, Jr.
SUMMAIW
Recent experiences have indicated that angles of sideslip
in rolling maneuvere may be critical in #u de@n of vertical
tails jor current research aiqlana hating weight distrib+ed
mainly along the fmelage. Previ0u4 investigztti have
indicated the serioumws of the problem for t.lu World War II
type of aiqiune. Some preliminary ca.kMOm for airp.knw
of cw+renidw”gn, partieulurly with weight distri buted primarily
aJong the jus~e, are made herein.
The reeu.lts of this study indicate that exi#ing timplim
expmss-iom jor cakdating maximum s-id.eslipangla to dekrmine
the vertical-tail lawh in ‘rol$W mmwuvers are not generally
apphi.abk to airpi?a?ux of went d.e$i@. A gm.er@!8oI?w%m
oj i!h three linearized lateral equuiti of motion, including
product-of-inertia term, will usually indicate with euj’icieni
aceuraq i!lw sid-dip arq.?es expected in aileron rolls from
trimmed flighi. In rolling pulkuts, howiwer, where the p+kh-
ing velocity G large, emwidergtian of mose-couple inertia
tmns in the equations of motion is necessary to obtuin the ti-
slip angles accuraikiy. T7wincJwi0nofthequa$i0nojthe
Pii!ching motion swm d.esirabk dung & the tial equu$iom
oj motion in order to obtain the in$uence of pitching in the
cro88-cOuple imrtiu terms of the lat-eral ,eguutimw. Ptiohing
08mk!3 8&k?d %W TOu’@ maneuvers d be @%87K8d
by cro88-cinLpk inertiu momim.te in pitch and may came large
variuiti in angle of attack which afleet the horimniul-td
loads.
lNTEODUCI’ION
Lnrge angles of sidedip and resultant large vertical-tail
loads have been encountered in a flight of a high-speed
swept-wing research airplane and with models of two d@gns
flown by the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research Division.
All three configurations rolled abruptly while pitching up.
In the flight of one model, the vertical tail, which was de-
signed by conventional methods, was lost during the rolling
maneuver. The motion for all flights appeared to be essen-
tially a rolling about the X body axis while at high angl~ of
dttack. The airplane and both models were representative
of airplane codigurations with weight distributed mainly
along the fuselage such that the moments of inertia in pitch
and yaw were much larger than the moment of inertia in roll.
Thus, with regard to inertia, the airplane and models were
much more prone to rolling than to yawing or pitching.
The maneuvers mentioned were apparently uncontrolled
and were possibly the result of the stall of one wing before
the other, but the rates of roll were not abnormally high.
From general considerations the existing techniques for
detwmining critical design vertical-tail loads seem to be
somewhat inadequate for some current airplane dwigns and
mass distributions.
The problem of determining critical vertical-tail loads in
rolling maneuvers had been recognized for conventional air-
planea of the paat decade (refs. 1 to 3). These invediiga-
tions indicated that vertjxd-tail loads can be calculated with
sufficient acenraoy provided the sideslip ahgle, rudder de-
flection, and dynamic pressure are Jmown. The investiga-
tions also presented simplified expressions for estimating the
maximum sidealip angle in rolling maneuvers. The results
determined by the simp~ed exprmion of reference 3 were
in close agreement with results found by more rigorous
expressions and with flight results for airplanes of World
War II type fly@g in that period (1946). Examination of
the simplified expressions indicat~ that certain assumptions
and limitations were made regarding the values of some
aerodynamic derivatives and rang= of mass distributions
cmsidered. Subsequent studies have indicated that these
assumptions generally are not applicable for current airplane
designs similar to existing research airpkum.
The vertiesl-tail load in a sideslip is proportional to the
value of the sidealip angle and, as has been assumed in the
previous work, is assumed to be a criterion for vertical-tail
design. The purpose of this report is to present the results
of preliminmy estimations of the sidealip angle in rolling
maneuvers for which. the assumptions sad limitations used
in the simplified ccqmssions of previous work- are not in-
cluded. Some preliminary estimations are also included to
determine whether limitation of the motion in a rolling
maneuver to the three lataral degrees of freedom, as has
previously been the practice, can seriously influence the
sidedip estimations.
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COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOLS
ADVISORY COMMH71’E13
The motions presented herein were calculated about either
of two systems of axes, the stability ax= and the body =w,
the use of either syitem depending on convenience. A dia-
gram of both systems of sxcs showing the positive directions
of the forces and moments is presented in iigure 1. The
coefficients and symboh presented may be considered to
apply to either system of axes except where noted. Aero-
dynamic derivatives, normally available relative to stability
axes, were transposed by the methods of reference 4 when
body ases were used.
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FOR AERONAUTICS
lift,lb
lataral force, lb
rolling moment, ft-lb
pitching moment, ft-lb
yawing moment, ft-lb
wing area, Sq ft
wing span, ft
mean aerodynamic chord, ft
air density, slugs/cu ft
velocity, fps
monfents of inertia about X, Y, and Z prin-
cipal axea, respectively, slug-f t2
mommts of inertia about X, Y’, and Z sta-
bility axes, respectively, slug-ft2
produpt of inertia (negative when principal
axis is inclined above the flight path),
slug-ft*
relative density coefficient based on span,
m/pSb
mass of airplane, W/g, slugs
weight of airplane, lb
component of weight along Y-axis
accekration due to grswity, 32.2 ft/sec2
normal acceleration divided by acceleration
due to gravi~
angle of attack (assumed to be equal to
()tan-l : in the body syetem of axes), ra-
dians except when otherwise noted
incremeat of angle of attack from trimmed
condition
angle of sideslip, sin-l v~~ radians except
when otherwise noted
components of velocity V along the X, Y,
and Z body axes, respectively; v is also
componant of V along Y stability axis, fps
rate of change of v with time
angle of pitch, ra@ians except when othewim
noted
mgle of yaw, radians mcept when othwwiso
noted
angle of roll, radians except when othmwiso
noted
rolling angular velocity, radiarw per seco@
except when otherwise noted
pitching angular velocity, radians per second
except when otherwise noted
yawing angular veloci~, radians per second
except w-hen otherwise noted
rate of change of angle of sideslip with timo
rate of change of rolling angular velocity with
time
rate of change of yawing angular velocity
with time
rate of change of pitching angular velocity
with time
. .
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Consideration has been given to various existing methods
for calculating angles of sideslip in rolling mrmeuvem. Limi-
trdions in these procedures which may critically influence the
sideslip anglea for airplanea of current design have been
investigated and are discussed briefly herein.
Simplified expressions, as has previously been noted, are
presented in previous studies for the determination of the
maximum sideslip angle in rolling maneuvem. The simpli-
fied expression of reference 1 gives the sideslip angle neces-
sary to balance combined yawing moments caused by the
nilerons (AC.) and by rolling (CJ. The expkssion of
reference 3 is the same as that of reference 1 but with an
nnalytic empirical factor of 2 and is
(1)
Stability studies subseqwmt, to the study of reference 3,
such as references 5 and 6, have indicnted that the as-snmp-
‘ tions used in this simplified expression are not applicable
for some current configurations. Also, the range of mass
pmametera used to evaluate this expression was limited;
the ratio of values of Iz/1~ studied in reference 3 was horn
1~ to 3-$, whereas some current high-speed airplane designs
have ratios of the order of 5 to 12. The eilect of these
differences for current airplane designs should be evaluated to
justify rLnyfurther use of the simplified expression (eq. (l)).
9
A more rigorous espresion used to set up design charts
for the maximum side&p angle in rolling maneuvem is also
presented in reference 3. This expression is based on, the
linearized lateral equations of motion in which ti,e product-
of-inertia terms have been omitted. With the advent of the
fuselage-hem-y loadings the product-of-inertia terms will be
large, particularly at high angles of attack, and may in-
fluence the motion and the maximum angle of eidedip in
rolling maneuvera. An evakiation of the effects of products
of inertia on the maximum sidedip angles estimated in
rolling maneuvers for airplanes of current desigus therefore
should be made.
Another point for consideration in estimating sideslip
angle+ in rolling maneuvers, particularly when rolls occur
in pull-ups, may be cross-couple fnertia moments which
exist when both lateral and longitudinal motions occur
together. The effects of cross-couple inertia moments may
be particularly important w-hen the w-eight is distributed
primarily along the fuselage. It is believed therefore that
the eilecik of these cross-cmple inertia moments on the side-
slip angle in rolling maneuveis also should be evaluated.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate the effects of the various parameters
and changes in parameters which may influence estimates
of sideslip angles in rolling maneuvers of an-rent airplane
configurations, a preliminary study of rolling maneuvers of
two airplaue configuration was made. Calculations were
made of the variation of sideslip amgle with time in rolliug
maneuvers by an analytic solutioh of the linearized lateral
equations of motion, both with and without produc&of-
inertia terms, and by a step-by-step integration of equations
of motion that are more complete thari the linearized lateral
equatious of motion. ‘The maximum augle of sidedip was
also calculated by use of the simplified ~rdon of reference
3 (eq. (l)).
The three linearized lateral equations of motion used,
with product-of-inertia terms included, are
)
Solution of these equations ma made rdative to the stability
system of axes.
In order to evaluate the eflecik of cross-couple inertia
terms on rolling and yawing motions, the pitching velocity
must be included; therefore a fourth degree of iieedom is
necessary, the pitching degree of freedom. It was assumed
that changes in accelerations along the X- and Z-axes woqld
not be sticient in the time necessary to roll 90° to influence
the resultant motion greatly. Because the crcs-couple
ihertia terms are nonlinear, an analytic ?olution was not
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possible and a step-by+tep integrating was made. The
step-by-step method used was Ner’s method, briefly out-
lined in reference 7. Euler’s dynamical equations for the
four degrees of freedom are
L’=IXO;– (l=O–l.O) e? “
‘1
I
.i%!f=IrO;– (IsO–IXO)ii
(3)
ti=izoi– (IXO–I=JN
Y=?n (ti+uJ–tDlj) –TV.
Solution of these equations was made relative to the body
axes (assumed to be the principal axes); therefore product-
of-inertk terms do not appear. These equations as used in
the step-by-step integration ware written as foIIoti:
Ixoi– (19.–120) i$–
( Cqp+czr &;+ c}, ;:+AC1) ; PVsb= O
‘(4a)
mT7(cos p~+~ ~s ~—~ sin ~)—w s~ (~ Cos ~++ C& ~)—
c./# ‘;pVw=o (4i)
The expression for the weight component in the side-force
equation (4d) is approximate but is considered to be sufH-
ciently accurate provided the angle of attack does not become
excessively large or have large variations.
In order to evaluate the angle of attack for use in equations
(4), an additional equation was used whereby the angle of
attack was estimated for each step of the calctiations.
For all calculations made the maneuver was considered to
be initiated by an abrupt aileron deflection, the rudder being
held fixed. The aileron deflection was considered to be
constant throughout the maneuver. The motion was pre-
sumed to take place approximatdy in a horizontal plane for
all calculations. These assumptions are conservative in that
they result in somewhat larger estimated sideslip angles than
those that would be obtained in actual flight where a finite
time is required to reach maximum aileron deflections or
where the motion is not in a horizontal plane, as may be
true particularly for a roll in a pull-up. For the case of the
pull-up maneuver the assumption was made that the initial
pitching velocity had no influence on changes in the angle
of attack but that only additional pitihing velocities aflected
tl@ angle.
- CALCULATIONS
The sideslip angles were calculated by each of the various
methods for two airplanes having diflerent stability deriv-
atives. The aerodynamic and physical parameters for the
two airplanes are listed in table I. The aerodynamic param-
eters and stability derivatives for airplane A (table I) are
those which might be representative of an airplane having a
long fuselage and a short-span thin wing. It should be
noted that the stabili~ derivatives C“P and CZ9am relatively
large. The aerodynamic characteristics for airplane B (table
I) were taken horn configuration 1 of reference 3; the neces-
sary pitching derivatives were assumed. For this case tho
values of C*B and Clp were considerably smaller than them of
airplane A. In order to make computations of sideslip for a
condition similar to one for conilguration 1 of ref emnce 3,
ACl oh
the value of ACl of airplqne B was taken to make ~ ~
equal to 120 and the value of AC” was taken as cqu’d t:
ACl CL
~ ~ The value of U% used for these calculations wns
as&med to be constant throughout the rolling motion. The
effect d aileron deflection on the rotary wash of the wing at
the tail ws not included in the vr@e of C*P used. For
speciiic cases, however, consideration of this effect should be
made. In addition, because the motions considered hcwein
have accelerations in rob, a lag in the rotary wmh of the
wing at the tail will exist an$ will affect the value of the
pb
— acting at WY given instant. Consideration of‘ommt % 2V
this effect should be made in a specific case. A discussion of
the rotary wash of the wing on the tail is given in referenco (3,
The mass characteristics used for the calculations on each
of the two airplanes am listed in table II. Two loadings ‘
TABLE I.—AERODYNAMIC AND DIMENSIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS
[Aerodynamic charaoterietka are referred to stability axes]
Airplano Airplam
A B
Wtiga-, sqft ------------------------- 160.6 248
Wing span, R---------------------------- 22, 7 38.3
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft---.---------- 7.84 & 87
Clp per de~------------------, -------- –O. 0032 –o. 0010
C.p per d-e--------------------------- O.0065 0.00040
Crp per de~-----------, --------------- –O. 016 –O. 0076
(7ZNper rdaw -------------------------- –O. 226 –0. 456
C.@ ~rdan --------------------------- –O. 130 -0.044
Cl,, per tian --------------------------- 0.236 0.108
C.fl permtian --------------------------- -1.090 –O. 0iJ60
C=a,per rfian-----_-__--: -------------- —f). 000’ –9. 000
Cma,per d-e-------------------------- –O. 0167 –o. 0174
Ace ------------------------------------- 0.0197 0.0242
AC”------------------------------------ –O. 0036 –0. 00200
TABLE 11.—MASS CHARACTERISTICS
.
*ek#&y- MomenhofInertlajdag-fUlVel&!b&lb
cwadarlb#, Ix. Ire xq
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1 Zsm I 7L92 .ZQ828 VL9 I al971 MmSt ?6 84076 W&w
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1
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wore
such
such
used for each airplane. For airplane A loadiog 1 was
that Iz= 121T and IF—I== 111x and loading 2 was
that Iz 321= and I_–I.=0. Lading 1 for air-
plane B Wm- tak~ for cmdiguration 1 of ref~emce 3 for
Pb=?o; a Ftcti mOmf@ of fi~tia ~m ~um~. ~ad-
ing 2 for airplane B was similar to loading 1 of airplane A.
Estimations of the sideslip angles in rolling mameuvera
were made for each of the various methods for tie flight
conditions of table III.
The calculations tiere based on sea-level air density pof
0,002378. The motion for each flight condition was cal-
culated by each of the various methods through approxi-
mately 90° of roll. For the step-by-step solutions the
aerodynamic derivatives, refereed to the body axes, were
assumed to be constant and thus independent of angle of
attack for the range of angle of attack obtained. For the
analytic solution of the lateral equations of motion the angle
of attack is assumed to be constant and thus, of course, the
aerodynamic derivatives are also constant.
The rcaults for the step-by-step solutions are presented in
figures 2 to 6 for the various conditions listed in table Ill.
Shown in figures 2 to 6 are the variations of angular dis-
placement and angular veloci~ about the three body axw
with time, as well. as the variation of the angle of siddip
and the angle of attack with time. The results for the
analytic solutions of the three lateral equationa of motion
both with and without- tha effects of products of inertia of
the varifition of the sideslip angle with time for the various
conditions listed in table HI are presented in figures 7 to
11. The variation of sideslip angle with time for the step-
by-step solutions is also presented in figures 7 to 11 for
comparative purposes.
In the stop-by-step procedure, an increment of time is used
o which in genernl should be relatively d. A sufficiently
small increment of time should be chosen so as to obtain the
proper rcmdt. In genersl, large time incrermmts tend to iu-
dictite rLless stable motion and thus may indicate. larger
maximum values of sidcslip than may actually exist. If the
motions tend to be irregular, smaller increments of time may
bo necessmy than when the variations of the motion are
small. As an example of the effect of diflerent time incre-
ments, the trimmed flight solution for airplan? A, loading 1,
was briefly studied for three time increments; the effects on
iho sideslip angle are show-n in figure 12. For the step-by-
step calculations presented herein, brief studies were made
of the effects of time increments and sui%ciently small values
wore used so that the mtium sideslip angle may be con-
sidered to be accurate within ~“
TABLE 111.—FLIGHT CONDITIONS FOR CALCULATIONS
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I?mmm 2.—Motion of airplane A, heavily loaded along the fnaelage
(loading l), when rolled from tzimrned tight at an angle of attaok
of 10°. Step-by-step method.
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FIGURE3.—Motion of airplane A, equally loaded along the wings and
the fueefage (loading 2), when rolled from trimmed tight at an angle
of attaoli of 10°. Step-by-step method.
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FKQmm6.—Motion of airpfane B, normal w distribution (loading
1), when rolfed from trimmed tight at an angle of attack of 12°.
Stop-by-step method.
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FrGurm 6.—Motion of airplane B, heavily loaded along the fusefage
(loading 2), when rolled from trimmed flight at an angle of attaok
.Of12°. Step-by-tip method.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
AIRPLANEA
The results for airplane A with the mass distributed mostly
along the fuselage (loading 1) show that by the step-by-step
method rLmaximum sidedip of about 5~0 was obtained (fig.
2). The solution of the linearized lateral equations of mo-
tion, including productaf-inertia terms, gave a maximum
sideslip angle of about 43°; whereas the solution of the
linearized lateral equations without productif-inertia terms
gave a maximum sideslip angle of 4~0 (@. 7). Solution of
the si.mpliiied expresion of refenmce 3 (eq. (l)) gives a
rcsuh for the maximum siddip angle of only 2°.
The results for airplane A for the second 10- &here
1X and 1. mere equal and edi approximately one-haIf of
I% show a maximum angle of sideslip of about 2~0 by the
step-by-step calculations (ilg. 3). The solution of the
linearized lateral equation of motion, including productif-
inertia terms, gave a maximum angle of side&p of about
2~0 and the solution without product+f-irmrtia terms gave
6
5
4
u!
%3
Q-
2
I
o .4 B 12 L6 20 24 28 3.2
Time, sec
Fxmnm 7.—Comparieori of a solution by step-by-step method and a
solution of linearized lateral equations of the variation of angle of
sideslip with time for airplane A, loading 1, when rolled from trimmed
flight at an angle of attaok of 10°. .
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FIcwmn 8.-C!omparison of a solution by step-by~p method and a
solution of linearized M&al equations of the wuiation of angle of
sidealip with time for airplane A, loading 2, when rolled from trimmed
flight at an angle of attaok of 10°.
a maximum sideslip angle of approximately 2° (fig. 8),
The simplified expression of reference 3, equation (1), gives
a vaiue of mtium sideslip angle of 2°.
The results for the 6g pull-up for airplane A, loading 1,
(fig. 4) are for a relatively high velocity of 900 feet pm
second (Mach number of approximately 0.83). (The
stability derivatives in table I for airplane A were used
without consideration of any compressibility effects.) A
maximum angle of sideslip of appro.ximatoly 6J 0 was
obtained by the step-by~tep method. The linearized Moral
equations of motion, including product-of-inertia terms, govo
a masimum angle of sideslip of about 4*0 (fig. 9); whereas
the linearized lateral equations em.luding product+f-inwtia
terms gave a ma&nnun sidcdip angle of only 2~0. Tlm
simplified expression of reference 3 (eq. (l)) gives a maximum
%
-u
Q-
o .2 .4. .6 .8 1.0 1,2 1.4 1,6
17me, sec
FIQTJRE9.—Comparieon of a solution by step-by-step method and rL
solution of linearized l@eral equations of the vatiation of rmglo of
eideslip ~th time for airplane A, loading 1, when rolled in a Og
pullout.
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FIGURE10.—CompariSon of a solution by step-by-etap method and a
solution of linearked lateral equations of the variation of angle of
siddip with time for airplane B, loading 1, when rolled from trimrnod
fight at an angle of attack of 12°.
MAXIMUM ANGLE OF SIDESLIP FOR DETERMINATION
value of sideslip rmgle for this cnse of about 2~0. It may be
of interest to note that the value of maximum sideslip angle
obtained for the rolling pull-up by the more complete
methods was somewhat in excess of the mtium values
for which similar recent research airplanes have been
designed.
A summarization of these results for the maximum angles
of sideslip for each airplane condition and method of calcula-
tion is presented in table IV. The values listed me
nppro.sinmte in that they have been rounded to the nearest
$0.
The results of airplane A for aileron rolls in trjrnmed
flight (loadings 1 rmd 2) by tlm step-by%ep method and by a
solution of the linearized lateral equations, including
product-of-inertia. terms, compare favorably both in the
maximum sideslip and its variation with time (figs. 7 and 8).
It appears, therefore, that the pitching velocities which are
included in tho step-by-step solutions did not appreciably
influence the sideslip angles through the cross-couple inertia
moments in yaw (lx— 1P) ii and roll (lY — Q i~. The
solution of the linearized lateral equations of motion,
io eluding product~f-inertia terms, therefore appears to be
adequate for estimating the maximum angle of sidedip when
the pitching motion k relatively small.
I?or the cnse of the 6g pull-up, however, the line&rized
solution underestimated the maximum eidedip angle ob-
tained by the step-by-step solution by approximately 20
percent and the variation of sideslip angle with time (@. 9)
is somewhat difFerent for the solution of the linearized lateral
equations (including product-f-inertia terms) and for the
‘ step-by-step solution. The periods of the motion for the
two solutions are similar but the damping characteristics
appcrw to be consider~bly difl-erent. This ditlerence is in
ngreement with reference 8 which indicates that in steady’
rolling cross-couple inertia moments cause changes in stabil-
ity when the directional and longitudinal stabilities are
diflermt. The diilerencea indicate some influence of the
TABLE IV.-SUMMARY OF MAXIMUM SIDESLIP ANGLES
OBTAINED IN ROLLING MANEUVERS FOR THE VARIOUS
CONDITIONS CONSIDERED AND BY THE VARIOUS
METHODS USED
Fll@t condition
Sid&dlpangl~ de& obtained by-
-““?f
1 I I I
, I I
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pitching motion on the lat+ motion through the
couple inertia moments remdtimz from the pitching,
691
cross-
tlwse
moments being (1X— l’y)~i and ~Iy— .Q~# for ya&ng and
rolling, respectively. This effect for the pull-up case appema
to be the remlt”of the much larger pitching velocity associated
with the pullout maneuver than ‘existed for the aileron rolls
horn trimmed flight where the agreement by the two solu-
tions was gobd both for the maximum sidelip as well as its
variation with time (figs. 7 and 8). It appears therefore
that, for rolls in pullouts when the pitching velocity is large,
sidedip angles should be calculated by the more complete
step-by-step method of the nonlinear equations of motion
which include cross-couple inertia terms.
g
‘a
lime, % - ,
FIGURE Il.—Comparison of a solution by step-by-step method and a
solution of linearized lateral equations of the variation of angle of
sideslip with time for airplane B, loading 2, when rolled from trimmed
flight at an angle of attack of 12°.
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FIGuzn 12.—Effecta of different time inorementa on the variation with
tiie and the maximum value of sideslip angle for airpiane A, loading
1, when rolling from tiimmed flight at an angle of attaok of 10°.
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The rate of roll 4 for airplane A, loading 1, both for the
aileron roll from trimmed flight and the 6g pullout @gs. 2
and 4) varied considerably during part of the. motion,
apparently being dependent upon the sideslip angle and
upon CrB (the dihedral effect). A maximum vake of
pb/2V of about 0.03 was obtained for both cases; whereas
the value of ACJCl=, the steady-state value of pb/2V for
the rolling degree of freedom, would be about 0.088 for both
cases. For loading 2 (whwe the weight is more heavily
distributed along the wing thaa for loading 1) the airplane
rolled slower than for the first loading and the numimum
value of pb/2V attained was about 0.023 as compared again
with the value of ACIICIP of 0.088. Since the simplified
eqmssion of referace 3 (eq. (l)) is based on a substitution of
AC,/C,p for pb/2TT, agreement in these paramete~ app~~
essential to the valid use of equation (1). For airplane A
these parameters were appreciably diflereut. For loading 1
either for the aileron roll from ttied flight or the 6g
pullout, the simplified expression appreciably undere&i-
mated the value of maximum sideslip angle. Because of
ditlerences in the values of flCt/CJP and pb/2V the a~eem~t
indicated by the simplified expression and other methods ,of
cnlcuhtion for airplane A, loading 2 (aileron roll from
trimmed flight), appears to be only coincidental. It ap-
peam, therefore, that the simplified expression is not gener-
ally applicable for airplanes of the type of airplane A.
The effects of products of inertia on the maximum ~le
of sideslip and its variation with time are shown, by the
comparison of the solutions of the lateral equations both
with and without products of inertia in figures 7 to 9 for
the various conditions calculated for airplane A. Solutions
without the productif-inertia terms underestimated the
maximum sideslip angle as obtained by the more complete
methods of calculation. The effect of the products of
inertia on the sideslip angle appears to be primarily an
effect on t~e yrmring moment, where the tomponent of
moment is +I=z. In general this effect (for negative values
of I&- as exist for the cases cmsidwed herein) is to increase
the maximum sideslip angle, provided & is positive prior to
the time the maximum sideslip angle is reached. It is also
of interest to note that products of inertia had un appre-
ciable influence on the period of the motion as well as the
damping of the motion for this airplane rts calculated by the
linearized lateral equationa, both the period and time to
damp of the oscillations being shortmed by the products of
inerti~ (table w.
As has previously been indicded, the pitching motion and
the resulting cross-couple inertia moments do not appreciably
influence the motion or the maximum sideslip ahgle for the
aileron rolls bm trimmed flight (figs. 7 and 8). The differ-
ences between the results for loadings 1 and 2 thus seem to
be caused by the differences in the value of Ix, loading 2
leading k rLsnder value of maximum sideslip. Because
!
o! the increased value of Ix for the second loading, tho
airplane rolled slower than for the first loading; henco ot a
given instant of time pb/2V was smaller and the moment
C== $ w~ch was in a direction to inorease the sideslip
angle was smaller than for the first loading. Airplanes
which roll fast may therefore tend to encounter larger vtduos
of maximum sidesLip than those which roll slow.
As. an extreme example of the effects of inertia, consiclm
a case of tite inertia about the 2- and Y-axes and some
iinite inertia about the X-ati. Rolling about the X body
axis wouId cause maximum sideslip angks equal to the initial
angle of attack, and the angle of attack would vary through
a range of plus and minus the initial value of angle of attack.
It is apparent, therefore, that the initial, angle of attaclc is
important to any study made and that the most serious
condition would be one of the rolling pullout where the M@
of attack is large and the speed is high.
As is implied in the previous discussion, when the rolling
motion of an airplane is considered about the body axis,
increased roll results in decreased angle of attack. Becauso
the airplane has static stability (and a finite value of IY),
the airplane tended to maintain its original trim anglo for
airplWe A, and a pitching oscillation was started (figs. 2 (b),
3 (b), and 4 (b)). The cross-couple inertia moment in pitch
(l_lx)j~ for all cams for airplane A was in a direction to
cause the airplane to trim at angle of attack greater than
the original trim angle because ~ and ~ were both ohvwys
positive, as is ITIX.
AIRPLANEB -
The results of step-by-step calculations for airplano B,
loading 1 (codignration 1 of ref. 3), gave a value of maximum
angle of sideslip of approximately 25~0(fig. 5). The solution
TABLE V.—LATERAL OSCILLATORY STABILITY FOR
CONDITIONS CALCULATED
I I Pmdtwt-of-lnortla Pmduot-of-lnortheffootsimdudod 0fht9 oxcludwl
1 I { I
Flightmndltion L@dlng The to Tlmo 10
Psf dnrnto POrlOdof dnm to
cmJkf rrsdun- onc$nlf
tIon, A mnpll. tlon, wo nmpll-
tnti .930 tu(lo, We
AirPkne A
I -m: mIl from trimmed level 1 I I.ESI L&s I la I ?&I I
-+ =--k=--=
I Aiqdnne B I
lh~f ANGLE OF SIDES~ FOR DETERMINATION
of the linearized lateral equations of motion, including
product-of-inertia terms, gave a maximum sideslip angle of
about 24°; whereas the solution of the linearized lateral
equations of motion without product-of-inertia terms gave a
maximum sideslip angle of about 27° (fig. 10). The simpli-
fied eqnwsion of reference 3 (eq. (l)) gives n value of
approximately 30°.
The results for the second loading for airplane B (fig. 6)
indicate that a maximum sideslip angle of about 24~0 was
attained by the step-by-step method. The solution of the
linearized lateral equations of motion, including produckf-
incrtia terms, gave a maximum sidedip angle of about
232° which compares favorably tith the value of 24~0
obtained by the step-by-step method. The variation of
sideslip angle with time also compares favorably for the two
methods (fig. 11). A solution of the linearized lateral equa-
tions, excluding product-of-inertia effects, gave a maximum
sideslip angle of about 30”. The simplified eWression of
reference 3 (eq. (l)) gives a maximum sideslip angle of
about 30° for this case.
These results of approximate maximum sideslip angles for
airplane B are listed in table IV. As was indicated for air-
plane A, the values in table IV have been rounded to the
nearest ~“.
As was the case for airplane A for aileron rolls horn
trimmed flight the agreement was good between the maxi-
mum sideslip angle and the variation of sideslip angle with
time between the step-by-step solution and the solution of
tho linearized lateral equations including product-of-inertia
terms for airplane B (figs. 10 and 11) f These results also
indicate that the pitching motion and resulting cross-couple
inertia terms (1X— 1P) i; and (1Y — I..) e~ for rolls from
trimmed flight are not sufliciant to influence the m&imum
, sidealip angle.
For airplane B the rolling velocity ~ varied widely because
of the dihedral effect resulting from the large sidealip angles.
khxirnum values of p6/2V of 0.041 and 0.048 were obtained
for loadings 1 and 2, respectively. The value of AC,/CIP,
the steady-state value of pb/2V for the rolling degree of free-
dom, was 0.053. Substitution of ACZ[C,P for pb/2V in the
simplified expression of reference 3 (eq. (l)) therefore seems
to be more nearly accurai% for this airplane than it was for
airplane A rmd the agreement of the simplified expression
with the more complete solutions may be considered better
for this airplane than for airplane A. It is of interest to note,
however, that the simplified expression overestimated the
‘maximum sidedip angle for airplane B, whereas it had
underestimated the values for airplane A.
For both loadings for airplane B, the solution of the
linearized lateral equations, exckxiing product-of-inertia
terms, lends to larger mtium sidedip angles than were
obtoined when products of inertia were included (@s. 10
and 11). This result occum primarily because the rolling
acceleration was negative for some time prior to the time
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the maximum sideslip angle was reached sad the moment
Ixz~ in the yawing-moment equatiori was such as to reduce
the sideslip angle.
The results for airplpne B showed little irdluenm of load-
ing on the maximum sidedip angle (figs. 5 and 6) for aileron
rolls from trimmed flight. The dii%rences in loadings 1 and
2 for aiiplane B were a change in the value of both Ix and
1. (table ~. Since the small value of 0=8 for airplane B
led to hwge valuw of sideslip mgles, the dihedral effect
C;6t?became a predc@nant moment in roll and the resultrmt
ratw of roll for both loadings for most of the motion w~e
pb
not appreciably dillerent. The moment C=P~ -was, &re-
fore, similar for both loadingg, this similari~ contributing
~ p~t to fie ~eement in sicl~lip angles for the two
loadingd.
For both loadings on airplane B, an oscillation in angle
of attack was started about the initial trim angle of attack, ‘
the oscillation tending to be divergent (figs. 5(b) and 6(b)).
Mk&num deviations of 3+0 and 7~0 from the trim angle of
attack were obtained for loadings 1 and 2, respectively.
For this airplane the cross-couple inertia moment in pitch
(.Iz-1.)4~ chmged sign during the motion in that the
values of ~ and ~ changed sign; whereas for airplane A these
values ware of constant sign. This variation of sign of this
moment may have augmentid the oscillation in angle of
attack. It appears that, if the motion were allowed to
progress, larger variations in angle of attack and even nega-
tive angles of attack may be encountered. Variations of
angle of attack of this type as encountered in rolling maneu-
vers may be problems for consideration in horizontal-tail
designs.
Because accelerations along the Z-axis were not considered,
the effect of bC@a was neglected. The effect of Z)(?mJi)a
was also neglected, since this derivative w-as omitted from
the pitching equation. inclusion of these factors would
have caused a somewhat more heavily damped pi-
oscillation and somewhat smaller variations in angle of
attack than are presented. The eflects of pitching caused
by changes in angle of attack on the sideslip angle, through
the cross<ouple inertia moments, have, however, been shown
to be relatively small; whereas the effect of an initial pitch-
ing velocity (which is not influenced by the omissions dis-
cussed) as in the 6g pull-up for airplane A does have some
influence on the sideslip angles.
.,.
., !.,,
COMPARISON OF AIBPLANBS A AND B .-
As has previously been noted, th~ second loading for’ air-
plane B is nearIy the same as loading 1 for airplane A; there- ~
fore, the signi.iicsnt d.iiference in the results in figures 2 and
6 (maximum values of ~ of 5~0 and 24~0, respectively) is
caused by differences in the aerodynamic forces and mo-
ments acting. One primary diflerenca for thwe two cases is
the value of (7z~ (directional-stabiIi@ derivative). For low
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values of C.d (airplane B) large values of sideslip angle were
obtained (about 25°); whereas for large values of (?n~ (air-
plane A) small valuw of maximum sidwlip angle were
obtained (about 5°). It appears, thi%eforej that C=fl is
a critic.aI parameter for verticaI-taiI design.
As has previously been noted, changes in loading for
airplane A had an appreciable effect on the maximum angIe
of sidcslip; whereas chqya in loading for airplane B had
relatively little influence on the maximum sideslip angle.
For airplane A, for which the angles of side&p were relatively
small (of the order of 5°) because of the large value of
Cn8, the change in loading caused primarily a change in the
pb
rate of roll and the yawing moments Cnp~V were appreciably
different. This moment contributed to the diifermces in
sidcslip angle. For airplane B the relatively small bdue of
the directional-stability derivative Cn~ allowed the airplane
to rench large sidedip angles, and the dihedral effec~ arising
from these large sideslip anglea caused the rates of roll to be
small and similar for both loadings such that the con-
pl)
tributions of Cn, TV were similar, as were the resultant
sideslip angles.
For airplanca of current design for high+peed high-
altitude flight, the tiends in- aerodpamic characteristics,
particularly incensing values of C.fl, appear to be such as
to cause smaller sidedip anglea in rolling maneuvers than
were encountered with the World War II type of airplane.
The changes in aerodynamic characttistica appear, there-
fore, to cause a change in the order of magnitude of the
maximum sideslip angles. It is important to note, however,
that vertical-tail sizes as well as airspeeds have tended to
increase for these current designs and hence the vertical-tail
‘loads may be large in spite of the smaller sideslip angles.
Chang~ in mass distribution appear to influence critically
the maximum sideslip angle ordy for airplanes of curnmt
design where the sidedip @a maybe relatively small.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the investigation presented herein give the
following indi&tions with regard to siddip angles and
rcmdtant vertical-tail loads in rolling maneuvem for current
high-speed airplanes:
1. Existing simplified &pressions for calculating maximum
sidedip angles in rolling maneuvers
estimate the maximum sideslip angle
2. Solution of the tkyed linearized
wdl greatly under-
for some conditions.
lateral equations of
motion, including product-of!inertia terms, will generally
indicate with suiiicient accuracy the sideslip angles expectml
in aileron rolls horn trimmed flight.
3. In rolling pullouts where the pitching velocity is lingo,
inclusion of the equation of pitching motion along with tho
lateral equations of motion sad consideration of cross-couple
inertia tm ia necess.a~ to obtain the maximum sideslip
angles accurately.
4. Trends in aerodynamic characteristic, particularly
increasing values of C*P (tha rate of change of the ym-i.ng-
moment coefficient due to sideslip), appear to be such as to
cause smaller maximum sideslip anglea than were encountore(l
in the past although tlie vertical-tail loads may be large
because of the higher airspeeds. For the case of large 0.6,
variatiom” in maw distribution may critically mffect the
maximum sidedip angle.
5. Pitching oscillations started during the rolling motion
will be influenced by cross-couple inertia moments and may
cause large variations in angle of attack which rdl’ect tho
horizontal-tail loads.
LANGLEYAERONAUTICAL LABOILWORY,
NATIONU ADVISORY COMMTECEEFORAERONAUTICS,
LANQLEY FIELD, VA., December 7, 196~.
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